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The autocondlcloning aystea at BNL is being used
to condition negative Ion sources now under develop-
acne A minicomputer wich appropriate Interface
hardware is caployed to implement simple algorithlas,
slowly Increasing the operating point of the source.
This paper gives a brief description of Che hardware
and the software systca.

Introduction

The Neutral Bcaa Development Group at BNL is
engaged in Che developaent of high currant, long pulse
negative ion sources. Aa part of the ongoing evolution
many modifications are made to the sources to Improve
performance and reliability of operation. After
machining work and expoaure to air, Che source must be
•carted in a low power aode, being slowly brought up to
Its maxlmua capable operating point. The Clue required
for this aay vary from several hours to several days.
Since chic Is a tedious but rather straightforward
excerciae It Is the ideal type of task for a real tine
computer system. This also allows the test stand eo
run unattended (overnight or through weekends) while
adjusting che operating point. This procedure Is
called the autocondlclonlng node. A subset of this
type of operation is called che protection and recovery
mode. Under thla algorlthia a fully conditioned source
la run with parameters manually set by the operator.

In the event that the source haa several arcs
(shorts) ia succession the operation tends to
deteriorate unless the power is reduced. The coaputer
systea then reduces che power In step fashion until the
arc rate is acceptable and atteapts to recover Co the
original operating conditions.

The third manner of operation Is che simple
monitoring mode wherein Che systea only displays and
records data and has no control over che operating
paraaecera.

Control Hardware

Figure 1 is a block diagraa of the hardware for
che autocondltlonlng system. The minicomputer is an
LSI-11 with a dual floppy disk unit, CRT Terminal, and
hard copy printer. The LSI-11 Is interfaced Co a CAHAC
crate using a RSC 3912-Z1C crate controller. A
four-channel chart recorder Is interfaced to CAHAC thru
a 0/A module. The master floppy dlak contains the
RT-t1 monitor plus operating prograas, while the second
diskette Is used co record data from the experiment.
Comaand and statua words of 16 bics are transferred In
parallel between CAHAC modules and buffer storage
registers in the interface hardware. The manual cluing
system also feeds che Interface hardware for purposes
of clock control. Since the ion source and auxiliary
electronics are floated at extractor potential (up to
25 kV), high voltage isolation is obtained by using
fiber optic light links to transmit Information back
and forth. The 16 bit words in the Interface hardware
chassis are transmitted In serial fashion across this
Interface along with appropriate clock and timing
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signals. The serial command Information flowing from
the ground terminal to che ion source terminal containa
bits to select the series resistance value, control the
up/down motion of the arc power supply, select correct
multiplexing modes for the returning status and wave
form information. The resistor status, che arc power
supply voltage, and che source temperature are multi-
plexed and sent over one serial light link co che
ground terminal. Two additional separate light links
are used to continuously transmit the arc volcage and
arc current waveforms. Each of these links is fed
froa a separate A/D converter, allowing both waveforms
to be viewed at ground potential continuously. The
granularity of about SO microseconds is ample for long
pulse work. Standard TTL logic has been used through-
out the design.

The series resistor consists of banka of one ohm,
1300 joule carborundum resistors in series-parallel
combinations. The values ara arranged in binary
weighted fashion with six resistors weighted from 0.25
ohas to 8.0 ohms. All resistors are connected in
series and then in scries with the ion source cathode.
Six bits of che comaand word decide whether a resistor
Is left In series with the source or shorted out by a
high current contacter. The resistor bank is used not
only as a current Uniting element but for allowing che
source to run with a soft power supply impedance. The
cathode power supply consists of four standard 25
millisecond PFN's In series. These are charged by a
1 kV, 15 amp unregulated DC power supply. The arc
power supply uses a thyrlator switch system and has
been described in a previous paper.1
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Conditioning Prograa

An overall flov chart of the auto conditioning
prograa is shown in Figure 2. Sine* the prograa nay be
entered while the lou source is running, the f i n e
precaution taken is to put in all the aeries resistance
and to zero the up/down bits which control the movement
of the Varlac on the dc power supply. The crowbar (CB)
and good pulse (GP) counters are than cleared. The
operator Is asked to enter the starting parameters via
the keyboard. The prograa sets up the requested
starting resistance and sample tine, and runs the dc
power supply to its starting voltage level. Some
twenty seconda aust be allowed for this due Co a slow
run-up tiae for the large autotransformer. The power
supply is a current limited device and therefore its
terminal voltage will fall during recharge of the FFN
after each pulse. The program) then looks to see if Che
keyboard has been struck and if so jumps back to an •-.
appropriate point to ask for a change in any of the
operating parameters. In the event that none have been
struck, the systea is then cycled looking for a
prepulse which occurs one 3econd before the discharge.
VThen the prepulse occurs, we read the arc dc power
supply voltage. A loop which looks for the sample time
Is entered and upon exit reads the arc voltage, the arc
current, the teaperacurc, and the value of resistance
presently In the circuit. Following this, the results
of the last pulse are printed out in hard copy if so
desired. Finally, the conditioning decision routine is
entered. A flow chart for this routine appears in
Figure 3.
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With respect to Figure 3, the source conditioning
flow chart, the first action is to ascertain if a
crowbar has occurred on this particular pulse. If no
CB has been detected, a check is made to see if some
minimum current has been exceeded, indicating that an
actual discharge has taken place. The CB counter is
then cleared and the good pulse counter is incremented
by 1. A check is then made to see if the number of
good pulses has exceeded the value set by the operator.
If enough good pulses have occurred in succession, a
check is made to see if the minimum resistance is now
in the circuit. If not, resistance is decreased by 0.5
ohms, thus raising the operating point, and the GP
counter is cleared getting ready for the next cycle.
In the event that the minimum resistance is already in
the circuit, a check Is made to see if the arc power
supply is up to its maximum value. If it is, the
routine is exited. If not, R is set back to R maximum
and the arc power supply is increased by S volts.
Thus, in this manner, a series resistance is decreased
in half ohm steps at any particular voltage level.
When a minimum resistance has been reached, the power
supply is upgraded by S volts and the process is
repeated starting with the maximum resistance Inserted
in the line. The source has reached its final
operating point when the power supply is at the maximum
value and the series resistance is at Its minimum
value.

Returning to the first decision box on the flow
chart, if a crowbar has occurred, the GF counter is
cleared and the CB counter is Incremented. If the
number of crowbars has reached N2, as set in by the
operator, a check is made to see if the maximum
resistance is in the circuit. If it is not, the
resistance Is increased by 1 ohm and Che CB counter
cleared. If maximum resistance is already in the
circuit, the arc power supply is decreased by 5 volts.



Software

Th« autocondlcioning systea is being developed and
run under DEC* RT-11 software package, using the FB
•onitor. All routine* arc written in the MACRO-U
asseably language for execution en the LSI-11. RT-11
has proven to be a convenient systca to use, having
some very uaeful systea macros, especially thoie with
tiaer features. These cause a routine (coapletion
routine) to be run after a set nuaber of tics of the
line clock (essentially causing a tlae Interrupt). The
autocondltloning prograa is oade task-oricntiatad by
calling the control and monitoring operations each as a
subroutine steaaing froa the aain calling prograa, all
in asseably language.

If It becomes desirable to add any extensive
calculations to the prograa, they would be written In
FORTRAN, and the whole control section would be called
with CALL statements. In the aanner used by
Stooksberry, et. al.2

Coaaents

At the present the syatea has been successfully
used for short periods of tlae. This has proven the
operation of the hardware and software, but the

usefulness of the simple algorithms presented oust be
tested by long term runs, soon to be initiated.
Additions to the system may include monitoring of
additional variables such as emitter voltage and
current, extractor voltage, catcher electrode voltage,
etc.
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